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NOUN SYNTAX 
Syntax Explanation LT 1A LT 1B LT 1 LT 2 

NOMINATIVE 
Subject The actor of an active verb, receiver of a passive, “it” of an impersonal verb ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Predicate The noun renames the subject via sum, esse ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

GENITIVE 
Possession The genitive owns the noun to which it is connected (at times via sum, esse)  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Material The noun is made up of this genitive     
Quality The genitive gives a characteristic of the noun (has attributive adjective)     
Partitive The genitive is made up of this noun     
Objective The genitive receives the noun as its object     
With Adjective The genitive is connected to an adjective     
With Verb The genitive is connected to a verb (verbs of reminding, accusing, 

condemning, feeling, etc.) 
    

Value The genitive indicates how important is an object    ✓ 
DATIVE 

Indirect Object The dative receives the direct object (transitive, intransitive, compounds)  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Possession The dative owns the noun to which it is connected via sum, esse     
Agent The dative indicates the actor of a passive verb (typically with gerundives 

or compoundeds) 
    

Reference The dative indicates to whom, or for whom, a statement refers or is of 
interest 

 ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Ethical A subset of reference, typically used with person pronoun to show 
interested felt by a person 

    

Separation The dative indicates motion away (it has no preposition and is used with 
verbs of taking away) 

    

Purpose or End The dative indicates the reason for an action     
With Adjective The dative is connected to an adjective     
With Verb Another name for the dative indirect object with intransitives     
Person The dative can indicate the subject of some impersonal verbs     

ACCUSATIVE 
Direct Object The accusative indicates who or what receives the action of an action verb ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Duration of 
Time 

The accusative indicates how long an action takes place  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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Extent of Space The accusative indicates how far an action takes place     
End of Motion The accusative indicates to what point (real or abstract) an action moves 

(with a preposition; proper place names may not have prepositions) 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Person The accusative can indicate the subject of some impersonal verbs     
Subject of Verb 
Infinitive 

The accusative subject of an infinitive verb in indirect statement 
 

   ✓ 

ABLATIVE 
Absolute An ablative noun and ablative noun/adjective/participle that become a 

subordinate clause 
   ✓ 

Accompaniment Alongside whom/what an action takes place ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Agent The ablative indicates the personal (human) actor of a passive verb (must 

have a preposition) 
   ✓ 

Comparison The ablative replaces the quam construction after comparative 
adjectives/adverbs 

   ✓ 

Manner The ablative indicates “how” an action is done  ✓  ✓ 
Means or 
Instrument 

The ablative indicates “with what” an action is completed; also can indicate 
the thing non-human actor of a passive verb (no preposition required) 

 ✓  ✓ 

Place Where The ablative indicates where an action takes place ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Separation Movement away (real or abstract) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Specification The ablative indicates important/relative information for part of the 

sentence 
    

Time When The ablative indicates when the verb takes place  ✓  ✓ 
Time Within 
Which 

The ablative indicates between what two points in time the verb takes place  ✓  ✓ 

Object of a 
Deponent 

The ablative can indicate the object of some deponent verbs    ✓ 

Source or Origin The ablative indicates the original location/source    ✓ 
Price The ablative indicates the exact amount of money that something costs    ✓ 
With Special Adj The ablative indicates an “of” expression with certain adjectives  ✓  ✓ 

VOCATIVE 
Direct Address The vocative indicates the object being addressed ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

LOCATIVE 
Place Where The locative indicates where an action takes place  ✓  ✓ 
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ADJECTIVE SYNTAX 
Syntax Explanation LT 1A LT 1B LT 1 LT 2 
Substantive The adjective acts like a noun  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Attributive The adjective modifies a noun ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Predicate The adjective describes the subject via sum, esse ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Ablative Measure of Difference The ablative strengthens or weakens an idea    ✓ 
Ablative Absolute     ✓ 
Gerundive of Obligation A gerundive with sum, esse     

 
VERB SYNTAX 

Syntax Explanation LT 1A LT 1B LT 1 LT 2 
IMPERATIVE   

Command A command ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
INDICATIVE   

Cum Temporal A subordinate/dependent clause indicating when the independent/main 
clause takes place. 

   ✓ 

Future More 
Vivid Conditional 

A conditional (if/if. . . not, then) in which a future tense protasis is 
translated present, and a future tense apodosis is translated future 

   ✓ 

Simple Fact Past 
Conditional 

A conditional (if/if. . . not, then) in which a past tense protasis is translated 
past, and a past tense apodosis is translated past 

   ✓ 

Simple Fact 
Present 
Conditional 

A conditional (if/if. . . not, then) in which a present tense protasis is 
translated present, and a present tense apodosis is translated present 

   ✓ 

INFINITIVE   
Complimentary The infinitive completes a verbal idea ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Verb of Subject 
Accusative 

The verb of a subject accusative in indirect statement    ✓ 

SUBJUNCTIVE   
Contrary to Fact 
Past Conditional 

A conditional (if/if. . . not, then) in which a pluperfect tense protasis is 
translated “had verbed,” and a pluperfect tense apodosis is translated 
“would have verbed” 

   ✓ 

Contrary to Fact 
Present 

A conditional (if/if. . . not, then) in which an imperfect tense protasis is 
translated “was/were verbing,” and an imperfect tense apodosis is 

   ✓ 
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Conditional  translated “would verb” 
Cum Causal A subordinate/dependent clause indicating the reason for the 

independent/main clause. 
   ✓ 

Cum 
Circumstantial 

A subordinate/dependent clause indicating the circumstances that 
accompany or precede the independent/main clause. 

   ✓ 

Cum Concessive A subordinate/dependent clause indicating an action that might be expected 
to precede or accompany the independent/main clause, but it does not. 

   ✓ 

Cum Temporal A subordinate/dependent clause indicating when the independent/main 
clause takes place. 

   ✓ 

Future Less Vivid 
Conditional 

A conditional (if/if. . . not, then) in which a present tense protasis is 
translated “should verb”, and a present tense apodosis is translated “would 
verb” 

   ✓ 

Hortatory An exhortation in the 1st person    ✓ 
Indirect 
Command 

A purpose clause with verbs of commanding, persuading, exhorting, 
warning, begging, praying, or asking 

   ✓ 

Indirect Question A subordinate/dependent clause indicating the question asked from the 
independent/main clause 

   ✓ 

Jussive An exhortation in the 3rd person    ✓ 
Purpose A subordinate/dependent clause indicating the intention of the 

independent/main clause 
   ✓ 

Result A subordinate/dependent clause indicating the consequences of the 
independent/main clause 

   ✓ 

 
 
 


